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• Children saw either discrete or continuous gestures when learning about proportion 
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• Viewing experimenter gestures did not impact children’s proportional reasoning 

• Children who used more discrete gestures showed higher numerical interference 

• Children who used more continuous gestures showed better proportional reasoning 
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Abstract 

Children struggle with proportional reasoning when discrete countable information is available 

because they over-rely on this numerical information, even when it leads to errors. In the current 

study, we investigate whether different types of gesture can exacerbate or mitigate these errors. 

Five-to-seven-year-old children (N = 135) were introduced to equivalent proportions using 

discrete gestures that highlighted separate parts, continuous gestures that highlighted continuous 

amounts, or no gesture. After training, children completed a proportional reasoning match-to-

sample task, where whole number information was occasionally pit against proportional 

information. After the task, we measured children’s own gesture use. Overall, we did not find 

condition differences in proportional reasoning, however, children who observed continuous 

gestures produced more continuous gestures than those who observed discrete gestures (and vice 

versa for discrete gestures). Moreover, producing fewer discrete gestures and more continuous 

gestures was associated with lower numerical interference on the match-to-sample task. Lastly, 

to further investigate individual differences, we found that children’s inhibitory control and 

formal math knowledge were correlated with proportional reasoning in general, but not 

numerical interference in particular. Taken together, these findings highlight that children’s own 

gestures may be a powerful window into the information they attend to during proportional 

reasoning.  

Keywords: proportional reasoning; gesture; numerical interference 
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Children’s Gesture use Provides Insight into Proportional Reasoning Strategies 

 

Infants and young children are able to track proportional information and use this 

information to make inferences about the world (Denison et al., 2013; Duffy et al., 2005; 

McCrink & Wynn, 2007). However, older children show systematic whole number biases when 

reasoning about discrete proportions, leading to errors such as deciding 2 out of 3 is less than 4 

out of 9 because 2 < 4, even though 2/3 > 4/9 (Hurst & Cordes, 2018). This numerical 

interference is evident in visual non-symbolic proportional reasoning, prior to formal instruction 

(Boyer et al., 2008; Hurst & Cordes, 2018; Jeong et al., 2007), as well as in symbolic fraction 

learning (Ni & Zhou, 2005). Given the pervasive effects of this numerical bias, it is important to 

better understand how these effects can be mitigated. In the current study, we investigated 

whether different types of gesture, a communication and learning tool readily available to 

teachers and learners alike (Goldin-Meadow, 2015; Novack & Goldin-Meadow, 2017), may 

impact proportional reasoning by drawing attention either toward or away from discrete whole 

number and continuous proportional information. 

Malleability of Proportional Reasoning 

 Some recent work has shown that children’s proportional reasoning with non-symbolic 

displays is malleable. For example, when children first engage in a continuous proportion task in 

which whole number information is not available (and thus unable to interfere with proportional 

reasoning), they perform better on a subsequent discrete proportion task that does have the 

opportunity for numerical interference (Abreu-Mendoza et al., 2020; Boyer & Levine, 2015; 

Hurst & Cordes, 2018). That is, practice with proportional reasoning can decrease the numerical 

interference children experience on subsequent trials. In another study, Hurst and Cordes (2019) 

showed that the labels used to describe proportional information can also guide their attention 
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towards the relevant quantity and/or away from the irrelevant information. Using visual displays 

of proportion, they introduced equivalent proportions (e.g., 3/4 and 6/8) using either a single 

categorical label “blick” or traditional fraction labels of “three-fourths” and “six-eighths”. Based 

on prior work investigating the use of verbal labels for highlighting relations and category 

membership (Fulkerson & Waxman, 2007; Fyfe et al., 2015; Jamrozik & Gentner, 2020), Hurst 

and Cordes hypothesized that the single categorical label would help children attend to 

proportion and inhibit numerical interference relative to traditional labels. This is exactly what 

they found in two separate studies with 6-year-old children; seeing equivalent fractions labeled 

with the same categorical label helped children inhibit whole number biases and attend to 

proportional information compared to hearing a traditional fraction label (Hurst & Cordes, 2019). 

Despite these findings, it would be impossible, and likely not helpful in the long run, to always 

use these category-like labels for equivalent fractions, as fraction labels are necessary for 

learning fraction symbols. Thus, another approach to highlighting proportional information and 

inhibiting numerical interference is necessary.  

Gestures as a Tool for Directing Attention 

 One possible tool for highlighting relevant proportional information, even in the face of 

irrelevant and interfering discrete numerical information, is the use of hand gestures. Gesture has 

been shown to support reasoning and teaching in a wide range of domains (Cook et al., 2013; 

Novack et al., 2015; Ping & Goldin-Meadow, 2008; Valenzeno et al., 2003). One math domain 

that has been particularly fruitful for studying the effects of gesture is math equivalence. 

Children make a common error in non-standard math equivalence problems (e.g., 2 + 3 + 4 = 

___ + 4) where they add up all the numbers (i.e., putting 13 in the blank) or all the numbers on 

the left side (i.e., 9 in the blank), rather than truly thinking about making the two sides of the 
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equation equal (McNeil, 2007, 2008). This is often described as a procedural heuristic for 

interpreting the equal sign to mean “add all” rather than a marker of equivalence. However, 

when children are taught math equivalence problems using gestures that highlight specific 

strategies, their problem solving improves relative to children who are given the same strategies 

with speech alone (Broaders et al., 2007; Congdon et al., 2017; Singer & Goldin-Meadow, 

2005). For example, Congdon and colleagues found that pairing an equalizer strategy in speech 

(i.e., saying that both sides of the equation must be equal) and an add-subtract strategy in gesture 

(i.e., pointing to all the numbers on the left and using a “remove” gesture to indicate subtracting 

the number on the right) was more effective for learning math equivalence than when both 

strategies were provided in speech (Congdon et al., 2017). 

Furthermore, the effect of gestures may vary based on the particular kind of gesture being 

used. For example, in the context of math equivalence, the benefit of gesture is larger when the 

information provided in gesture is different from the information provided in speech (e.g., 

describing one possible strategy in speech and simultaneously illustrating a different strategy in 

gesture) than when both gesture and speech reference the same strategy (Singer & Goldin-

Meadow, 2005; although see Wakefield & James, 2015). Additionally, abstract gestures (e.g., 

pointing) may facilitate concept generalization more than concrete gestures that mimic the hand 

movements of actions (e.g., miming physically picking up objects but not actually touching 

them; Novack et al., 2014), and gestures that are aligned with the relevant concept (e.g., a 

vertical hand to refer to the middle of a distribution) are more beneficial than gestures which are 

misaligned with the concept (e.g., a horizontal hand; Zhang et al., 2021). Moreover, these 

positive effects seem to be unique to gesture in particular, and are not seen for equivalent 

embodied movements that involve action (i.e., moving the hands in a way that acts on the world 
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and moves objects around; Novack et al., 2014; Wakefield et al., 2019). For example, Novack 

and colleagues found that using a grouping gesture (i.e., using a “v” handshape to point to 

numbers on the left side of the equation followed by a point to the blank space on the right side 

of the equation) was more effective than showing the same grouping strategy with actions (i.e., 

moving physical numbers in a similar way; Novack et al., 2014). Together, this work highlights 

the potentially powerful role for providing information via gesture that can help children 

overcome mathematical reasoning errors. In the current study, we aimed to compare two 

different types of gestures that both align with speech but highlight distinct aspects of the 

stimuli: one that highlights discrete, whole number information in the display (Discrete gesture) 

and another that highlights the continuous, relational information (Continuous gesture).   

Children’s Own Gestures 

Gesture is not only powerful as a teaching tool, but the gestures that individuals’ 

themselves produce are also important in that they can provide insight into their reasoning (Kelly 

et al., 2008; McNeill, 1992). In particular, in the context of learning, children’s gestures have 

been found to reveal transitional knowledge that is not yet explicit. For example, when learning 

the verbal counting procedure, preschoolers’ spontaneous gestures have been found to reflect 

their implicit knowledge of the procedure (Gordon et al., 2019). Moreover, work on math 

equivalence reveals that when children gesture either spontaneously or as directed, these gestures 

often reflect different but complementary strategy information from what they say they are using 

to solve the task, and these inconsistencies may reflect a readiness to learn (Broaders et al., 2007; 

Perry et al., 1988). In both math equivalence and Piagetian conservation tasks, children who 

showed a mismatch between their speech and gesture were better able to learn from subsequent 

instruction than those whose gestures and speech matched (Broaders et al., 2007; Church & 
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Goldin-Meadow, 1986; Perry et al., 1988). In the current study, we take an initial step toward 

understanding whether children’s own gestures in proportional reasoning tasks may reflect their 

reasoning about the tradeoff between numerical and proportional information.  

Inhibitory Control and Math Ability 

Lastly, in addition to investigating the role of gesture in preventing or encouraging 

numerical interference, we were also interested in how individual differences in inhibitory 

control and/or general math ability might play a role in whole number biases found in 

proportional reasoning tasks. Specifically, these whole number biases have been interpreted as a 

difficulty inhibiting prepotent numerical responses in the face of continuous proportional 

information – that is, discrete numerical information interferes with the ability to attend to the 

proportion. Prior work has shown that inhibitory control is correlated with math domains that 

commonly involve misconceptions (e.g., Abreu-Mendoza et al., 2020; Avgerinou & Tolmie, 

2020; Brookman-Byrne et al., 2018; Coulanges et al., 2020; Gómez et al., 2015; Kalra et al., 

2020; Ren et al., 2019; Vosniadou, 2014). Specifically in the case of proportional reasoning, a 

recent study by Abreu-Mendoza and colleagues found that children with higher inhibitory 

control were better able to correctly use proportional information to make judgements about 

probability even in the presence of competing numerical cues (Abreu-Mendoza et al., 2020), 

suggesting that inhibitory control may be an important factor for helping children overcome their 

numerical biases. In the current study, we aim to extend the findings of Abreu-Mendoza et al 

(2020) to investigate the robustness of the relation between inhibitory control and proportional 

reasoning with slightly younger children and with different measures of both proportional 

reasoning and inhibitory control. Additionally, although much of the research on informal 

proportional reasoning is motivated by an interest in supporting formal mathematical learning, 
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the evidence of a relation between non-symbolic ratio and formal math is typically found in 

adults or older children who have already learned formal fractions (e.g., Matthews et al., 2016; 

Möhring et al., 2016). No work to date has explored whether nonsymbolic proportional 

reasoning is related to mathematical processing in children who have yet to receive formal 

instruction in fractions. Thus, in the current study, we also included a measure of general math 

knowledge appropriate for this younger age group who has not learned formal fractions. This 

approach allows us to investigate whether children’s informal proportional reasoning may also 

be related to symbolic and formal math knowledge, even prior to learning formal fractions. 

The Current Study 

Thus, in the current study, we had three specific research questions: (1) How do different 

types of gesture influence attention to number in a proportional reasoning task? (2) Do children’s 

own gestures for proportional information relate to their proportional reasoning ability? For both 

of these questions, we predicted that children who produced or saw (via the experimenter) 

gestures that highlighted continuous proportion would demonstrate lower numerical interference, 

whereas producing or observing gestures that highlighted discrete parts would be associated with 

greater numerical interference. (3) Lastly, is proportional reasoning related to inhibitory control 

and math ability? We hypothesized that inhibitory control would be particularly relevant for 

preventing numerical interference, consistent with other recent work (Abreu-Mendoza et al., 

2020), whereas math ability would be related to proportional reasoning more generally (i.e., in 

the absence of numerical interference), reflecting that performance in this task may reflect the 

foundations upon which later fraction knowledge is built.  

Method 

Participants 
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The final sample included 135 children between 5.5 and 7.5 years old (Mage= 76 months 

or 6.30 years; 61 girls, 74 boys). Children were randomly assigned to one of three conditions: 

Discrete Gesture (n = 45; Mage = 6.29 years, 15 girls, 30 boys), Continuous Gesture (n = 45, Mage 

= 6.34, 20 girls, 25 boys), or No Gesture (n = 45, Mage = 6.27 years, 26 girls, 19 boys)3. The 

sample size was determined a priori based on Hurst & Cordes (2019). Sensitivity analyses using 

G*Power (Faul et al., 2007) suggests that N = 45/condition provides 80% power to detect a 

relatively small interaction (f = 0.14, which corresponds to approximately d = 0.3) between the 

between subject condition and the within subject trial type, which is the primary analysis. 

Furthermore, the full sample (N = 135) provides sensitivity to detect correlations as small as .24. 

Participants were recruited from the greater Boston, Massachusetts area and were tested 

in a variety of locations including our campus laboratory (38 - 42% of each condition), local 

museums (2% of each condition), and other offsite locations, such as schools and childcare 

centers (56 – 60% of each condition)4. Parents provided informed written consent and children 

provided verbal or written assent, depending on their age. Children received small toys or 

stickers for participating. All procedures were approved by the Boston College Institutional 

Review Board.  

Demographic data was only collected from the subset of our sample that was collected in 

our lab. For these children, parents reported children’s race/ethnicity as follows: 76% White, 7% 

Asian, 0% Black or African American, American Indian or Alaskan Native, or Native Hawaiian 

 
3 Although not intentional, our conditions differ in the distribution of gender. However, there are no a priori reasons 

to expect gender differences in proportional reasoning and comparisons of performance on the current proportional 

reasoning tasks revealed no significant gender differences in performance in any of the three conditions on 

Interference (ps > 0.20) and No Interference (ps > 0.08) trials. Thus, we do not include gender in any of our 

analyses.  
4 Initial analyses comparing children tested at off-site locations versus our campus laboratory showed no significant 

main or interaction effects on the primary proportional reasoning task across testing location. Therefore, testing 

location is no longer considered in the reported analyses.  
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or Pacific Islander, and 17% mixed race. Approximately 8% reported being Hispanic. 

Furthermore, of those who reported their education, all mothers had at least a high school degree, 

85% had at least a bachelor’s degree, and 57% had a master’s or doctorate degree. Although we 

did not collect demographic information from participants tested outside of the lab, based on the 

demographics of the schools in which data was collected, we estimate the school-based subset of 

our sample to be approximately 53% White, 7% Asian, 19% Black or African American, 18% 

Hispanic, <1% Native American or Alaskan Native, <1% Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander, 

and 1% mixed race. We do not expect children tested at local afterschool programs and museums 

to have substantially different demographics distributions than those tested at schools or in the 

lab.  

Measures and Procedure 

 Participants completed six tasks in the following order: (1) Vocabulary Assessment, (2) 

Stroop Task (measure of inhibitory control), (3) Proportion Training (varied by condition), (4) 

Learning Verification, (5) Match to Sample Task, (6) Gesture Production Task, (7) Coloring 

Task, and (8) Math Assessment. The Proportion Training, Learning Verification, Match to 

Sample Task, and Math Assessment were modeled after the Traditional Label condition of 

Experiment 2 in Hurst & Cordes (2019).  

The primary dependent variables came from the Match to Sample Task, which measured 

children’s proportional reasoning ability both with and without the opportunity for numerical 

interference. The Gesture Production task was included as a measure of children’s own strategy 

for representing proportional information via gesture. The Coloring task was included to provide 

another means of investigating children’s representation of proportional information visually, but 

through action, distinct from gesture. The Vocabulary Assessment, Stroop Task, and Math 
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Assessment were included to ensure there were no systematic differences across groups on these 

measures and to investigate how individual differences in proportional reasoning may be 

uniquely related to inhibitory control (as measured by the Stroop Task) and math ability.  

 Vocabulary Assessment. We used the standard protocol for the Woodcock Johnson III 

Picture Vocabulary test (Woodcock et al., 2001) in which children were shown pictures (up to 

six on each page) of different objects and asked to name these objects. Children were required to 

meet a starting criterion of naming six objects correctly in a row and an ending criterion of six 

incorrect in a row. The highest item reached before meeting the ending criterion was used in the 

analysis. Eight children are excluded from analyses involving vocabulary because it was not 

administered (n = 3), it was administered incorrectly (n = 4), or because of parental interference 

during the task (n = 1).  

 Stroop Task. We used an adapted version of the day-night Stroop (e.g., Gerstadt et al., 

1994) as a measure of executive function. The task showed good reliability in the current sample 

with  = 0.89, calculated with the psych package (Revelle, 2020). Children were presented with 

images and instructed to say the opposite of the image depicted (e.g., “happy” for a picture of a 

sad face or “foot” for a picture of a hand). All participants were taken through an initial 

introduction and practice followed by 24 test trials. First, children were shown the eight images 

(happy face, sad face, up arrow, down arrow, hand, foot, open door, and closed door) and asked 

which label applied. For example, the experimenter would show the child an image of a foot and 

ask: “Is it a hand or a foot?” Children were corrected and given feedback to ensure they knew the 

labels of all eight images. Then, children were told they were going to play an opposite game so 

that when the experimenter showed them a picture, they should say the opposite label. Children 

were taken through four demonstrations, one for each pair (happy/sad, up/down, hand/foot, 
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open/closed), where they were shown the image and given the opposite word. Then, children 

were given four practice trials using the remaining cards not used in the demonstration trials 

during which they were asked to provide the answer, received feedback for their response, and 

were prompted until they responded correctly. After correctly completing all the practice trials, 

children were given 24 test trials in a random order (3 of each image), in which they were asked 

to provide the opposite label as quickly as they could.  

 Children were given one point per correct response on the test trials (corrected responses, 

where a child said or started to say the incorrect response but corrected themselves, were not 

accepted). Due to experimenter error, four children only received 22 or 23 trials, so proportion 

correct out of the number of trials administered is used as the dependent variable. Six children 

completed the task but are not included in the analyses because their responses could not be 

scored, either due to missing recordings or inaudible responses on the recordings.  

 Proportion Training. The procedure for the proportion training was identical across 

conditions except for the types of gestures used. Throughout, children sat on the left side of the 

experimenter so that all gestures could be performed by the experimenter with their right hand. 

Visual depictions of the condition-specific gestures are provided in Figure 1 and videos of the 

gestures are available on our OSF Project Page. 

In all conditions, children were first introduced to a character Roo (toy kangaroo) who 

“likes shapes with just the right amount of color and just the right amount with no color.” The 

experimenter then brought out an empty grey circle divided into fourths and told the child “I’m 

going to color three-fourths.” The experimenter proceeded to color three-fourths of the circle, 

and then emphasized the proportion colored by saying “See, this is called three-fourths. Three 

[condition-specific gesture highlighting numerator] fourths [condition-specific gesture 
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highlighting denominator].” In the Discrete Gesture condition, experimenters pointed to each 

individual unit within the shape: the experimenter would say “three” while pointing three times, 

once to each of the colored segments in the numerator, and then say “fourths” while pointing 

four times, once to each segment in the total shape (i.e., the denominator). In the Continuous 

Gesture condition, the experimenter would say “three” while dragging their pointer finger along 

the three colored segments (numerator units) in a single continuous motion and then say 

“fourths” while dragging their pointer finger along the entire shape, starting and ending at the top 

of the circle or going from one end of the rectangle to the other. In the No Gesture condition, the 

experimenter simply said the label without any gestures. However, to ensure that the two gesture 

conditions did not take substantially longer than the No Gesture condition (given that the 

gestures took longer than just saying the label), the experimenter used the discrete or continuous 

gesture motions under the table and out of sight of the child to help pace their labeling.  

 

Figure 1: Visual depiction of the gestures used in the Discrete (left) and 

Continuous (right) gesture conditions to highlight the numerator (Gesture 1; top) 

and the denominator (Gesture 2; bottom). In the Discrete Condition, the 

experimenter pointed to each segment of the numerator (A, B, C; Gesture 1) then 

to each segment of the whole shape (A, B, C, D; Gesture 2). In the Continuous 

Condition, the experimenter dragged along the green portion (from A to B; 

Gesture 1) and then dragged along the entire shape (from A to A; Gesture 2).  
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After introducing the shape with the condition-specific gestures, the shape was then 

placed on a tray in front of Roo. Next, the experimenter displayed a pre-colored three-fourths 

rectangle and introduced it using the same labeling approach and condition specific gesture as for 

the three fourths circle. Finally, the experimenter introduced two shapes (3/8 of a circle and 4/4 

of a rectangle) as proportions that Roo would not like and placed them off the tray, but still 

visible (note, no gestures were used for these shapes in any condition). This full procedure was 

then repeated using shapes with six-eighths colored (equivalent fraction to ¾) as more examples 

of shapes that Roo likes (with condition-specific gestures) and 6/12 and 2/8 used as 

counterexamples of shapes that Roo does not like (without gestures). The specific 

counterexamples were chosen to emphasize that matching based on the numerator alone (3 and 

6) or denominator alone (4 and 8) was not sufficient. To conclude the training, the experimenter 

re-emphasized the amount of color that Roo likes by saying, “Remember that this is the amount 

of color Roo likes [condition-specific gesture highlighting the colored portion of each circle] and 

this is also the amount of color Roo likes [condition-specific gesture highlighting colored portion 

of each rectangle].” In the No Gesture condition, the experimenter just pointed once at each 

shape Roo liked.   

 Learning Verification. After the training, children completed a verification task to 

ensure they learned what Roo liked. The task was presented on a 13-inch Apple laptop via Xojo 

programming software. On each trial, children were shown two shapes, one on the left and one 

on the right, with a proportion colored in and asked which of the two shapes Roo would like. 

There were a total of six trials in two trial types: Learned Trials (2 trials), which included the 

exact values (3/4 and 6/8) and shapes (circles, rectangles) used during training, and Generalized 
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Trials (4 trials), which were all presented as squares (i.e., a novel shape) and included both 

learned and non-learned proportions (e.g., 12/16). On each trial, the experimenter recorded the 

child’s response by selecting the left or right arrow key (corresponding to the left or right shape).  

Match to Sample Task. The Match to Sample Task immediately followed the Learning 

Verification task via the same Xojo program. The task was introduced as a new activity, without 

any explicit reminder or indicator to think about what Roo liked or to use a particular proportion 

strategy. The task followed a match-to-sample procedure in which children were shown a circle 

with a proportion shaded in green on the upper half of the screen and two rectangles, each with a 

different proportion shaded in green, presented as options on the lower half of the screen (see 

Figure 2). The sample circle became visible 1000ms before the rectangles became visible. On 

each trial, children were asked which of the two options matched the sample at the top, without 

any additional instructions about how to best make their match. The experimenter recorded the 

child’s response by pressing the left or right arrow key (corresponding to the left or right option). 

There were 13 trials, with two trial types: Interference trials (8 trials) and No Interference trials 

(5 trials).  

 

Figure 2: Example trials from the Equivalence match to sample task. Left: 

Interference trial, with the left option matching on proportion (50%) but not 

number and the right option matching on number (4 green) but not proportion 

(Numerator Interference). Right: No interference trial, with the right option 

matching on an equivalent proportion and the left option not matching.  
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On Interference trials, one of the options was an equivalent proportion to the sample, but 

not an exact match (and so did not have the same numerator or denominator), whereas the other 

option was not an equivalent proportion but matched on a numerical feature. Specifically, the 

alternative option either had the same numerator and different denominator (Numerator 

Interference trials, n = 4; e.g., sample of 4/10 with 2/5 (proportion match) and 4/6 (numerator 

match) as options) or the same denominator and different numerator (Denominator Interference 

trials, n = 4; e.g., sample of 5/7 with 10/14 (proportion match) and 3/7 (denominator match) as 

options). Given that participants were not explicitly instructed to match on proportion, these 

trials measured their tendency to focus on proportion instead of number in light of their prior 

introduction to proportional amounts.  

On No Interference trials, one option always matched on proportion and the other option 

did not match on proportion, but the specific identity varied in two ways. On Exact Match trials, 

the correct answer was an exact proportional and numerical match (e.g. 3/5 sample with 3/5 

(exact match) and 4/12 (foil) options). On Equivalent Match trials, the correct response was an 

equivalent proportion, and so matched on proportion but not number, and the incorrect answer 

did not match on either proportion or number (e.g., 2/6 sample with 1/3 (proportional match) and 

4/7 (foil) options). Again, although there was no explicit instruction to match on proportion, 

these trials served as a baseline measure of the child’s tendency to match on proportion when 

common alternatives (namely, numerical information) were not in competition.  

The dependent measure on all trial types was the proportion of trials in which the child 

selected the option that matched the sample on proportion.  

 Gesture Production Task. We then assessed children’s own use of gesture in order to 

investigate whether the type of gestures children produced matched the gestures they observed 
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during the demonstration and whether individual differences in children’s gesture patterns shed 

light on their reasoning during the proportional reasoning task. Children were presented with 

four shapes, one at a time, and asked to “show me with your fingers how much color Roo would 

like.” Children were shown the following shapes, in order: (1) empty undivided circle, (2) empty 

undivided rectangle, (3) a circle divided into fourths, but not colored or filled in, and (4) a 

rectangle divided into fourths, but not colored or filled in. Children’s gestures were video 

recorded using QuickTime from a laptop pointed toward the table to get a “top view” as well as 

from a standard tripod video-camera. One child did not complete this task and was excluded 

from these analyses.   

 Children’s videos were coded to identify all gestures used on each trial. Each gesture was 

coded as being Discrete or Continuous. Similar to the gestures used by the experimenters during 

training, discrete gestures were those that highlighted number, such as pointing to individual 

units within the shape or slicing the shape into a specific number of units. Continuous gestures 

were those that highlighted multiple segments or sections as one larger unit, such as dragging 

motions or coloring motions. Gestures that were a combination of both discrete and continuous 

(e.g., slicing a shape into units and then using a coloring motion that went across multiple units 

simultaneously) or something else entirely (e.g., a slapping motion toward the table or pinching 

the hands in an upside-down cup motion) were also coded separately. Children were given a 

score on each trial for the number of gestures of each type and, given our theoretical interest in 

discrete and continuous gestures specifically, the proportion of total gestures that were 

categorized as exclusively discrete and proportion of total gestures categorized as exclusively 

continuous are reported and used in the analyses. Two independent researchers coded all gestures 

and interrater reliability as measured using the irr R package (Gamer et al., 2019) was high for 
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the proportion of gestures that were discrete, ICC = 0.76, and continuous, ICC = 0.82. The 

average across the two raters was used in all analyses, as it provides a more accurate 

measurement (Hallgren, 2012; Shrout & Fleiss, 1979). However, the reported results and 

conclusions do not change when ratings from a single coder are used instead.  

 In addition, the two raters who coded gestures (as described above) also transcribed the 

language used during the execution of each gesture. However, children produced relevant speech 

with fewer than half of the continuous and discrete gestures (average of 34% and 48% of the 

continuous and discrete gestures, respectively), likely because the task was not designed to elicit 

speech, as children were explicitly told to “show me with your hands”. Thus, given the very low 

frequency of co-gesture language and our primary interest in gesture, specifically, we do not 

report any additional analyses involving speech and focus on children’s gesture use.  

 Coloring Task. In addition to the gesture production task, we included a task where 

children were asked to draw the proportion using a marker to measure their tendency to 

demonstrate proportion using action, in contrast to gesture, and as another measure of their 

learning of what amount Roo liked. Children were given a marker and instructed to color the 

amount that Roo likes on each shape. Divided but uncolored shapes were presented one-by-one 

on laminated cardstock that could be washed and reused after each child’s use. There was a total 

of four trials, presented in the following order: (1) a circle divided into fourths, (2) a rectangle 

divided into fourths, (3) a circle divided into tenths5, and (4) a rectangle divided into twelfths. 

One child did not complete this task and was excluded from these analyses.   

 
5 This trial is an error and should have been divided into 12ths. When divided into 10ths, the correct response is 7.5 

out of 10 pieces, which children may have been unlikely to realize. Therefore, we kept this trial when coding for 

strategy but removed it when coding for accuracy.   
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 As in the gesture production task, the drawing task was coded with the coloring style for 

each shape being either entirely Discrete, entirely Continuous, or a combination of the two or 

other. Given the inherent motion of coloring, however, it is worth noting that the code was based 

on children’s treatment of the discrete units in the drawing (i.e., highlighting their discreteness or 

ignoring them). Discrete coloring styles highlighted separate units, such as coloring or outlining 

each segmented piece within a shape individually. Continuous coloring styles highlighted 

continuous information, such as coloring across the lines that divided the units or outlining 

multiple units together. Again, two independent researchers coded each child’s drawing with 

high interrater reliability on the proportion of trials that were discrete, ICC = 0.96, and the 

proportion of trials that were continuous, ICC = 0.9, and the average across the two coders was 

used in all analyses.   

 In addition to coding coloring strategies, children’s responses were recorded based on the 

number of units the child colored in to provide some additional insight into their accuracy. Two 

raters recorded all trials and only disagreed on one trial, which was then coded by a third rater.   

 Math Test. Problems were adapted from the Woodcock Johnson III Applied Problems 

(Woodcock et al., 2001). There were ten problems that covered a range of math domains, 

including identifying quantities, counting, arithmetic based on images, and arithmetic based on 

word problems. Children responded verbally and experimenters live scored their responses. 

Children were scored based on the number of problems correct out of 10.  

Open Data and Data Analysis 

  All analyses were done in R 4.0.2 (R Core Team, 2020) with RStudio (R Studio Team, 

2016). For data wrangling and organization, we used dplyr 1.0.1 (Wickham, Francois, et al., 

2018), tidyr 1.1.1 (Wickham & Henry, 2018), readxl 1.3.1 (Wickham & Bryan, 2019), and readr 
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1.3.1 (Wickham, Hester, et al., 2018). Statistical analyses comparing children’s behavior 

between conditions was done using ANCOVAs and t-tests from the rstatix 0.6.0 (Kassambara, 

2020b) package and base R. Correlational analyses were also computed using rstatix 0.6.0 

(Kassambara, 2020b), as well as ppcor 1.1 (Kim, 2015) for partial correlations. Data 

visualizations were created using ggplot2 3.3.2 (Wickham, 2016), ggpubr 0.4.0 (Kassambara, 

2020a), and ggbeeswarm (Clarke & Sherrill-Mix, 2017)  

All materials, data, and analysis code are provide on the Open Science Framework 

project page: https://osf.io/43p5g/. 

Results 

Initial Analyses  

There were no significant differences across condition in children’s vocabulary, 

inhibitory control, math score, or age (in months): Vocabulary, MCont = 19.4,  MDisc = 19.3, 

MNoGesture = 19.6, p = .869, partial η2 = .002; Stroop, MCont = 0.83,  MDisc = 0.86, MNoGesture = 0.85, 

p = .776, partial η2 = .004; Math, MCont = 0.72,  MDisc = 0.76, MNoGesture = 0.76, p = .280, partial 

η2 = .019; Age: MCont = 76 months, MDisc = 75 months, MNoGesture = 75 months, p = .857, partial 

η2 = .002, suggesting that the children did not systematically differ on any of these key 

dimensions across the three conditions. Furthermore, initial exploratory analyses suggest that age 

did not interact with condition, thus we include age in months as a covariate throughout to 

account for expected age-related differences in performance (as in Hurst & Cordes, 2019), but do 

not investigate it further. The pattern of significance throughout is identical when age is not 

included as a covariate. 

Condition Differences on Proportional Reasoning 
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See Table 1 for means and standard deviations of both proportional reasoning tasks, separated by 

condition.  

Table 1: Mean (SDs) on the Proportional Reasoning Tasks  

 Learning Verification 

Match-to-Sample  

No Interference 

Trials 

Match-to-Sample 

Interference Trials 

No Gesture Condition .80 (.18) .63 (.20) .49 (.23) 

Continuous Gesture 

Condition 
.82 (.17) .71 (.20) .51 (.24) 

Discrete Gesture 

Condition 
.81 (.17) .68 (.20) .49 (.24) 

 

 First, we looked at children’s learning of the specific proportional values that Roo liked 

(i.e., 3/4 and 6/8) using a one-way ANCOVA across the three conditions controlling for 

children’s age (in months). Overall, children performed very well on the Learning Verification 

task and, in line with prior work (Hurst & Cordes, 2019), performance did not significantly differ 

across conditions, F(2, 131) = 0.08, p = .917, partial η2 = .001. Unsurprisingly, age was a 

significant covariate, F(1, 131) = 4.67, p = .032, partial η2 = .034 with performance increasing as 

age increased. 

 Second, we examined performance on the Interference and No Interference trials of the 

Match-to-Sample task (see Figure 3) using a 2 (Trial Type: Interference, No Interference) x 3 

(Condition: Discrete Gesture, Continuous Gesture, No Gesture) repeated measures ANCOVA on 

the proportion of trials the child selected the proportional match, again with age in months as a 

continuous covariate. In line with prior research (Hurst & Cordes, 2019), we found a main effect 

of Trial Type, F(1, 131) = 48.39, p < .001, partial η2 = .270, with substantially lower proportional 

matching on the Interference trials, M = .50, than the No Interference trials, M = .67. That is, we 
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found evidence of numerical interference in the proportional reasoning task. Importantly, 

children performed above chance on No Interference trials, t(134) = 9.98, p < .001, suggesting 

that they were able to match based on proportion in the absence of competing numerical 

information. However, they did not perform above chance on Interference trials, t(134) = -0.09, p 

= .930. Moreover, analyses did not reveal a significant main effect of Condition, F(2, 131) = 

0.84, p = .435, partial η2 = .013, or a Trial Type x Condition interaction, F(2, 131) = 0.42, p = 

.661, partial η2 = .006. In fact, performance on the different trial types was fairly similar across 

conditions (see Table 1). Thus, we did not find evidence that the experimenter’s use of discrete 

vs. continuous gestures during training had a significant impact on children’s proportional 

reasoning. Lastly, again age was a significant covariate, F(1, 131) = 6.64, p = .011, partial η2 = 

.048, but did not further interact with Trial Type (p = .339). 

 

Children’s Gesture Production 

Figure 3: Proportion correct on Interference (left) and No Interference (right) in each of 

the three conditions. White points are the mean and error bars are standard errors. 

Underlying raw data is shown using light grey points with a smoothed kernel density plot 

showing the distribution of the data.  
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 Next, we investigated children’s own gesture production to better understand the 

condition effects (or lack thereof). Overall, as shown in Table 2, children showed substantial 

individual variation in the type of gestures they produced (although, there was also quite a bit of 

skew in the data). However, on average, most of children’s gestures were coded as discrete, 

followed by continuous. Given that these dependent variables are yoked (they are proportions of 

total gestures), we analyzed them separately using one-way ANCOVAs across condition (3: 

Discrete Gesture, Continuous Gesture, No Gesture) on the proportion of gestures of that type, 

controlling for age in months (however, age was not a significant predictor of gesture production 

in any of the following ANCOVAs, ps > .700 partial η2s < 0.001). 

 

Table 2: Mean (SDs) and Range of the Proportion of Gestures within Each Representation 

Type  

 
Proportion of Gestures that 

were Discrete 

Proportion of Gestures that 

were Continuous 

No Gesture Condition 
66% (31) 

(0-100) 

25% (27) 

(0-100) 

Continuous Gesture 

Condition 

60% (31) 

(0-100) 

32% (28) 

(0-100) 

Discrete Gesture 

Condition 

81% (24) 

(0-100) 

15% (20) 

(0-75) 

Note: Remaining gestures were coded as “combined” or “other”.  

 

 When analyzing the proportion of gestures that were discrete, there was a significant 

difference across conditions, F(2, 130) = 5.97, p = .003, partial η2 = .084, with children using the 

highest proportion of discrete gestures in the Discrete Gesture condition, followed by the No 

Gesture condition, (vs. Discrete condition, t(87) = -2.55, p = .012, d = 0.54), and the Continuous 
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Gesture condition (vs. Discrete condition, t(87) = -3.48, p < 0.001, d = 0.73). Discrete gesture 

use did not differ between the Continuous and No Gesture conditions, t(87) = 0.81, p = .419, d = 

0.17. Similarly, when analyzing the proportion of gestures that were continuous, there was a 

significant difference across conditions, F(2, 130) = 5.51, p = .005, partial η2 = .078. Children 

used the highest proportion of continuous gestures in the Continuous Gesture condition, followed 

by the No Gesture condition, which was not significantly different from the Continuous 

condition, t(87) = -1.27, p = .208, d = 0.27, and then the Discrete Gesture condition (vs. 

Continuous: t(78.4) = 3.43, p < .001, d = 0.72). The Discrete and No Gesture condition were also 

significantly different from each other, t(78.4) = 2.03, p = .046, d = 0.43. Taken together, we see 

that children’s gesture use changed as a function of the gestures they saw during the proportion 

training, with children who saw discrete gestures producing more discrete gestures and fewer 

continuous gestures than children in the other two conditions. However, children who saw 

continuous gestures were not significantly different from those who did not see any gesture, 

suggesting that observing continuous gestures did not significantly change children’s gesture 

strategies. Moreover, visual inspection of the means makes it clear that children still produced 

more discrete gestures than continuous gestures across all conditions, suggesting that children’s 

default preference may be towards using discrete gestures.  

Children’s Coloring Style 

 We used the same approach to investigate whether children’s coloring of proportional 

information differed by condition (see Table 3 for descriptive data). Like children’s gestures, we 

see an overall preference for discrete approaches in children’s coloring actions, but unlike 

children’s gestures, we do not find that children’s coloring behavior was impacted by their 

condition. There were no significant condition differences in the use of discrete coloring styles, 
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F(2, 130) = 0.18, p = .832, partial η2 = .003, or continuous coloring styles, F(2, 130) = 0.33, p = 

.719, partial η2 = .005. Age was a significant covariate for both discrete, F(1, 130) = 11.22, p = 

.001, partial η2 = .079, and continuous coloring styles, F(1, 130) = 9.91, p = .002, partial η2 = 

.071. Specifically, as children’s age increased, the proportion of their coloring styles that were 

discrete increased, while the proportion of their coloring styles that were continuous decreased.  

Table 3: Mean (SDs) and Range of the Proportion of Action Types on the Coloring Task  

 
Proportion of Discrete 

Coloring Trials 

Proportion Continuous 

Coloring Trials 

No Gesture Condition 
57% (34) 

(0-100) 

20% (26) 

(0-100) 

Continuous Gesture 

Condition 

52% (34) 

(0-100) 

25% (30) 

(0-100) 

Discrete Gesture 

Condition 

56% (38) 

(0-100) 

20% (27) 

(0-100) 

Note: Remaining coloring actions were coded as “combined” or “other”.  

  

 The coloring task was coded for how accurately children colored in the proportion of a 

shape that Roo liked (i.e., an equivalent proportion to 3/4). Non-parametric statistics are reported 

because only three trials were included in these analyses. Accuracy coding on the coloring task 

revealed that in each of the three conditions the median accuracy was 2 out of 3, and IQR = 0. 

Specifically, 75%, 69%, and 76% of children scored 2/3 in the No Gesture, Discrete Gesture, and 

Continuous Gesture conditions, respectively. A Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test across the three 

conditions was not significant, 2(df = 2) = 3.14, p = .208. Most often, the coloring trial children 

found the most challenging was the rectangle divided into twelfths, with only 7%, 18%, and 4% 

of children scoring correctly (in the No Gesture, Discrete Gesture, and Continuous Gesture 
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conditions, respectively). Thus, children were readily able to produce what Roo liked for 

denominators they had previously seen but only a small number of children were able to color 

the correct proportion on a new denominator value.  

Individual Differences 

Lastly, we explored whether children’s proportional reasoning, as well as numerical 

interference specifically, was related to individual differences in (a) children’s gestures or 

coloring methods and (b) other skills, specifically their executive function (as measured by 

Stroop) and math ability (see Table 4). Given the lack of condition differences in our primary 

outcomes, we collapsed across conditions, which also provided increased sensitivity to detect 

smaller correlations (at 80% power, smallest reliably detected effect is .24 across all conditions 

at N = 134 and .40 within condition at N = 45; using the pwr R packgae by Champely, 2018). 

However, for transparency, these correlations separated by condition can be found in the 

Appendix (Table A1). 

 

Table 4: Descriptive Statistics and Correlations Among Individual Difference Measures 

 No Interference Trials Interference Trials 

 M (SD) N 
partial 

correlation r 
p 

Partial 

correlation r 
p 

Gesture Production       

Proportion that were 

Discrete 
.69 (.30) 134 <.01 .996 -.24 .005 

Proportion that were 

Continuous 
.24 (.26) 134 -.01 .894 .28 .001 

Coloring Trials       

Proportion that were 

Discretely Colored 
.55 (.35) 134 .10 .243 .02 .859 

Proportion that were 

Continuously colored 
.22 (.28) 134 .05 .584 .08 .334 
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Other Measures       

Stroop Task  .85 (.19) 129 .20 .024 -.08 .381 

Math Assessment  .74 (.14) 135 .24 .005 .07 .454 

Note: All reported r coefficients are Pearson’s Partial correlations controlling for age in months. The 

pattern of correlations is identical with bivariate correlations without controlling for age. Significant 

correlations are bolded. 

 

(a) Gesture Use and Coloring Patterns 

First, we investigated whether individual differences in the use of discrete versus 

continuous gestures were related to children’s proportional reasoning, both when numerical 

interference was possible (Interference trials) and when it was not (No Interference trials). Thus, 

we performed partial correlations, controlling for children’s age in months, between performance 

on the Interference and No Interference trials with the proportion of discrete or continuous 

gestures (see Table 4 and Figure 4)6. Neither children’s use of discrete (Figure 4A) nor 

continuous gestures (Figure 4B) was correlated with performance on the No Interference trials. 

However, we found significant correlations with performance on the Interference trials. Children 

who produced a higher proportion of discrete gestures were less likely to select the proportional 

match, and thus more likely to select the numerical match (Figure 4C), consistent with a whole 

number bias. Conversely, children who produced a higher proportion of continuous gestures 

were more likely to select the proportional match, and thus less likely to select the numerical 

match (Figure 4D). Thus, the kinds of gestures children produced was associated with which 

feature – absolute discrete number or continuous proportional magnitude – they would attend to 

when both features were available.  

 
6 We control for age to ensure consistency with the prior analyses. However, the pattern of results 

is identical with bivariate correlations, without controlling for age.   
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However, as seen in Table 4, children’s approach to coloring in the proportional shapes 

was not significantly associated with proportional reasoning on either trial type.  

 

(b) Other Measures 

  Next, we analyzed individual differences in executive function and math ability, 

controlling for age in months as a proxy for more general differences in cognitive development 

to investigate the unique relation between proportional reasoning and these other skills (see 

Figure 4: Bivariate correlation scatterplots of the relations between gesture use (x-axis) and performance on the 

equivalence task (y-axis) with some jitter to see the raw data more easily and condition differentiated by shape and 

color. Fit lines are linear models with standard error. Panels A and B: non-significant relations between 

performance on the no interference trials and discrete (A) or continuous (B) gesture use. Panel C: negative 

correlation between the proportion of gestures that are discrete and tendency to rely on proportion on the 

interference trials. Panel D: corresponding positive correlation between the proportion of gestures that are 

continuous and the tendency to rely on proportion on the interference trials. 
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Table 4)7. We found that performance on the math assessment and the Stroop task were both 

significantly correlated with performance on the No Interference trials, when controlling for age. 

That is, children who were able to match proportion in the absence of competing numerical 

information also performed better on the math assessment and had higher levels of inhibitory 

control.  

Notably, however, neither math nor inhibitory control scores were correlated with 

performance on the Interference trials. This is counter to our hypothesis that performance on the 

Interference trials required inhibiting the prepotent numerical response, exactly what the Stroop 

task was designed to assess. Thus, although individual differences in math and inhibitory control 

may be related to proportional reasoning in general, we did not find that they were specifically 

related to children’s attention to number in our task.  

Discussion 

 In the current experiment, we investigated whether different types of gestures may guide 

children’s attention when learning about proportional reasoning, and, in particular, whether 

continuous gestures may be an effective tool for reducing children’s whole number biases when 

engaging in proportional reasoning. Although we did not find that the experimenter’s use of 

gestures during the short training impacted numerical interference during subsequent 

proportional reasoning, we did find that individual differences in children’s own gestures were 

related to their performance on numerical interference trials. Taken together, these findings 

suggest that children’s gestures may provide a unique window into their whole number biases 

 
7 Because age alone may not capture variability in school experience (i.e., this age group is 

around the time of school entry but varies based on time-of-year), which may be particularly 

relevant for executive function and formal math skills, we also confirmed the robustness of these 

effects controlling for vocabulary instead, and the pattern is identical. 
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when learning about proportion and highlight new questions for better understanding gesture’s 

role in proportional reasoning.   

The Role of Gesture in Proportional Reasoning 

 Although we found that children’s own gestures were informative of their underlying 

knowledge, our own experimental manipulations did not prove effective for influencing their 

performance on the proportional reasoning task. There are several possible explanations for this 

pattern that are worth considering.  

First, it may be that watching others gesture is not enough to change children’s strong 

biases toward numerical interference, especially through such a brief intervention. This might be 

particularly relevant given that the experimenter always labeled the proportion using traditional 

fraction labels, which include number words, and the use of numerical language may have 

primed children to think in terms of discrete number regardless of whether the gesture was 

continuous or discrete. In other words, the numerical verbal information may have overshadowed 

the experimenter’s gesture. This might be particularly true given the very brief and experimental 

nature of the intervention; it may be that with more exposure to both gesture and speech children 

would be better equipped to make use of that information. Additionally, prior work has 

highlighted the importance of having children gesture themselves, as it can help children 

generate new ideas and insights that then makes them more likely to benefit from later 

instruction (Broaders et al., 2007; Kirsh, 2010; Pine et al., 2004; Roth, 2002). However, in the 

current study, children only gestured after performing the proportional reasoning task and we did 

not directly manipulate children’s gestures. That is, even though we did find condition 

differences in children’s gestures, on average children’s gestures were still overwhelmingly 

discrete, and the continuous gesture condition did not have a significant impact on children’s 
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gestures. Thus, it could be that having children practice gestures before the proportional 

reasoning task and encouraging continuous gestures that highlight proportional information may 

have a stronger impact on their proportional reasoning, thereby lowering the level of numerical 

interference. Future studies should explore the impact of having children themselves gesture 

and/or including a more sustained or intensive intervention.  

 Second, although we chose discrete and continuous gestures that were easy to execute 

and aligned with the visual, non-symbolic proportions used in the current study, it may be that 

the particular gestures used in our study were not the most effective kind of continuous gestures 

for highlighting proportional information. Future work should investigate what kinds of 

continuous gestures are readily used to highlight proportional information in more naturalistic 

and spontaneous contexts than used here. For example, investigating the kinds of gestures that 

teachers, parents, and children use to spontaneously communicate about continuous proportional 

information and then adapting those gestures for direct instruction may lead to more effective 

take-up of the gestures themselves.  

 Importantly, however, our results reveal that children’s own gestures reflect their 

tendency to rely on numerical versus proportional information in a proportional reasoning match-

to-sample task. In line with prior work revealing that children’s spontaneous gestures provide 

insight into their counting and arithmetic abilities (Broaders et al., 2007; Gordon et al., 2019), we 

find gesture to be an informative tool for better understanding children’s errors and signaling 

when children may need additional support in proportional reasoning. Thus, regardless of the 

causal direction, it may be informative for educators to pay greater attention to children’s 

gestures during math learning to gain insight into the students’ approach to the task.  
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Notably, we did not find a relation between how children colored in a proportional 

representation and performance on our proportional reasoning task. Although in line with other 

work showing the uniqueness of gesture over action for promoting abstract reasoning and 

generalization (e.g., Novack et al., 2014; Wakefield et al., 2019), there may be other explanations 

for the lack of relation with children’s coloring approach. For example, all the stimuli used in the 

coloring task were discrete, which may have biased the way children colored. In addition, 

children are very familiar with coloring and may have defaulted to how they color in any context 

(i.e., coloring “in the lines”), regardless of the proportional information. Lastly, it is worth noting 

that a reasonable proportion of children’s coloring actions were categorized as neither continuous 

or discrete (i.e., about 20-30% were categorized as combined or other), which might suggest a 

more natural mixing between discrete and continuous coloring, limiting our ability to isolate 

individual differences in being either discrete or continuous. Regardless of the explanation, 

however, the unique relation with the types of gesture children produce highlights the need for 

more work focusing on children’s own gestures to better understand this relation, and in 

particular whether they might provide a meaningful way to support children’s proportional 

reasoning.  

Individual Differences in Math Ability and Inhibitory Control  

 Lastly, children’s math ability and inhibitory control, as measured by a Stroop task, were 

significantly related to their proportional reasoning in the absence of numerical interference, but 

not to their numerical interference in particular. Moreover, controlling for age suggests that this 

pattern is unlikely to be due entirely to age related changes in cognitive development, but instead 

that there may be unique relations with proportional reasoning and both math ability and 

inhibitory control. 
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 The relation between math ability and proportional reasoning is particularly notable given 

that these young children have yet to learn formal fractions and the math task did not include any 

formal fractions, but instead focused on basic counting and arithmetic. This suggests that the 

relation between non-symbolic ratio processing and formal math ability found in older children 

and adults (e.g., Matthews et al., 2016; Möhring et al., 2016) is unlikely to be entirely driven by 

formal knowledge of fractions. However, the correlational nature of our data precludes causal 

claims, making it important for future work to investigate the nature of this relation and whether 

it can be leveraged to support mathematics learning.  

The pattern of findings with inhibitory control is in contrast to prior findings with 

symbolic fractions (Gómez et al., 2015), informal proportional reasoning (Abreu-Mendoza et al., 

2020), and other number-based math misconceptions (Ren et al., 2019), which have revealed 

correlations between inhibitory control and numerical interference in particular. There are a few 

possibilities for these findings. First, it may be that the use of traditional fraction labels during 

our task highlighted numerical information more concretely, muting the effect of other individual 

differences in numerical interference. As noted, prior work suggests that traditional fraction 

labels, which include references to whole numbers (e.g., “three-fourths”), have been found to 

promote numerical biases in proportional reasoning tasks (relative to categorical labels; Hurst & 

Cordes, 2019). Second, unlike typical proportional reasoning tasks and those used by Abreu-

Mendoza and colleagues, we did not use a cover story that made proportion particularly salient 

and required attending to proportional information, such as a story about probability or juice-

mixing. That is, although our task was preceded by information about Roo’s proportional 

preferences, the match-to-sample task itself had ambiguous instructions about making the “best 

match”, without an explicit cover story that required the best match to be based on proportion. It 
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may be that inhibitory control is necessary for inhibiting numerical information in contexts 

where proportion is explicitly necessary, but that inhibitory control plays less of a role when the 

importance of proportion is more ambiguous. That is, it may not be that children needed to 

inhibit the prepotent response, but rather those who engaged in proportional reasoning simply 

had a strong preference for proportional information. On the other hand, when it is 

unambiguously correct to respond with the proportional answer (as in Abreu-Mendoza et al., 

2020), children may be more likely to rely on inhibitory control to prevent their numerical 

interference.  

Notably, we also found a positive relation between inhibitory control and proportional 

reasoning in the absence of numerical interference (in contrast to Abreu-Mendoza et al., 2020).  

It may be that, in light of the ambiguous task instructions in our study, inhibitory control was 

implicated in our No Interference trials more so than in our Numerical Interference trials. For 

example, it may be that when a viable alternative response option was not available (in the No 

Interference trials), attending to proportional information in an ambiguous and numerically 

salient context required increased executive function (including inhibitory control and working 

memory) in order to attend to the minimally salient proportional information.  

Lastly, it is worth noting that we used a different inhibitory control task than that used by 

Abreu-Mendoza et al., (2020), which may be tapping slightly different aspects of executive 

function and inhibition. The hearts and flowers task used by Abreu-Mendoza et al., (2020) 

requires set shifting in addition to inhibiting a dominant response and activating a subdominant 

response, whereas the 4-pair Stroop task used here does not require set-shifting (e.g., Brocki & 

Tillman, 2014; Montgomery & Koeltzow, 2010). Thus, our distinct pattern of relations may 

reflect difference in the inhibitory control tasks used and/or differences in the proportional 
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reasoning task. Regardless, the pattern of findings and the various possible interpretations 

highlight the need for future work investigating proportional reasoning across distinct contexts in 

order to better understand when children’s proportional reasoning relies on inhibitory control and 

other related skills, as well as how these relations may be leveraged to support proportional 

reasoning.  

Conclusion 

 In summary, the current study reveals that children’s own gestures provide insight into 

their proportional reasoning abilities. We did not find that an experimenter’s use of gesture 

during training directly impacted children’s performance in the proportional reasoning task. 

However, children’s own gesture use was uniquely related to their tendency to rely on numerical 

versus proportional information in an ambiguous context. This pattern highlights new directions 

for future research to unpack the role of gesture in proportional reasoning, and specifically 

whether children’s own gestures can be leveraged as a powerful tool for facilitating the inhibition 

of numerical interference in proportional reasoning.  
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Appendix 

 

Table A1: Descriptive Statistics and Correlations with Gesture Use Separated by Condition  

 No Interference Trials Interference Trials 

 M (SD) N correlation r p correlation r p 

Baseline Condition       

Proportion of Gestures  

that were Discrete 
.66 (.31) 44 .21 .164 -.18 .247 

Proportion of Gestures  

that were Continuous 
.25 (.27) 44 -.25 .098 .19 .222 

Discrete Condition       

Proportion of Gestures  

that were Discrete 
.81 (.24) 45 -.039 .798 -.29 .055 

Proportion of Gestures  

that were Continuous 
.15 (.20) 45 .08 .598 .38 .011 

Continuous Condition       

Proportion of Gestures  

that were Discrete 
.60 (.31) 45 -.19 .218 -.28 .063 

Proportion of Gestures  

that were Continuous 
.32 (.28) 45 .11 .468 .31 .039 

Note: All reported r coefficients are bivariate Pearson’s r. Significant correlations are bolded. 

 


